what canada is doing
in afghanistan!

O

n March 28, 2012,
the Fourteenth
and Final Report
to
Parliament
on
Canada’s Engagement in
Afghanistan was released.
The report outlines the
“accomplishments”
Canada has made in
Afghanistan between
2008 and 2011. One must
ask the question: what
“accomplishments” does
the government speak
of when hundreds of
independent reports have
indicated only a decline
in the standard of living

since Canadian and other
foreign troops arrived in
2001?
Prime Minister Stephen
Harper’s foreword to
the report states that,
“[Canada’s] ultimate
objective, and that of the
international community,
is to help Afghans create
a viable country — a more
peaceful country that will
never again be a safe haven
for terrorists, a country
that is better governed, a
country in control of its
own destiny.”
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Teachers in British Columbia Fighting for Better public Education

W

Indian is Not
a Four-Letter
Word

I

ndians can be equated with
Europeans. The western
hemisphere
contains
Bolivian Indians, Canadian
Indians, etc. Europe contains
French Europeans, German
Europeans, etc. There are
over 200 million Indians in
the western hemisphere. It is
sometimes said that ‘Indian’ is
not valid because it is a European
invention. However, most of the
modern peoples and
nations on earth were
created by European
colonialism. Page 4

illusions
told as
forecasts

here do you
stand on the
issue of British
Columbian teachers and
the British Columbian
government? As a teacher,
I have to ask because it
seems, if the media and
letters to the editor are
any indication, that the
public might not side with
the government, but is not
totally ready to stand with
teachers either. Page 14

A

n e d i t o r i al
published
on
March 24th by The
Economist, weekly speaker
of the British financial
oligarchy, tells stories and
makes daring forecasts
about Cuba, trying to
show that the island, “has
started on the road towards
capitalism; and that will
have big implications for
the United States and the
rest of Latin America.”
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Free Bradley Manning
Campaign Launched in
vancouver, canada!

O

n Tuesday April 17, 2012 the Free
Bradley Manning Campaign was
launched in Vancouver, BC, Canada,

joining groups and individuals in the U.S.
and around the world who are protesting
and organizing for the freedom of Bradley
Manning. Over 60 people came together for
the forum and campaign launching, titled
“Bradley Manning, Soldier of Humanity”
The launch of this campaign centers on the
demands of “Free Bradley Manning” and
asserts that blowing the whistle on war crimes
is NOT a crime. Page 5
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